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Modeling the adsorption of atoms and molecules on surfaces requires efficient electronic-structure methods that
are able to capture both covalent and noncovalent interactions in a reliable manner. In order to tackle this problem,
we have developed a method within density-functional theory (DFT) to model screened van der Waals interactions
(vdW) for atoms and molecules on surfaces (the so-called DFT+vdWsurf method). The relatively high accuracy of
the DFT+vdWsurf method in the calculation of both adsorption distances and energies, as well as the high degree
of its reliability across a wide range of adsorbates, indicates the importance of the collective electronic effects
within the extended substrate for the calculation of the vdW energy tail. We examine in detail the theoretical
background of the method and assess its performance for adsorption phenomena including the physisorption
of Xe on selected close-packed transition metal surfaces and 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride
(PTCDA) on Au(111). We also address the performance of DFT+vdWsurf in the case of non-close-packed
surfaces by studying the adsorption of Xe on Cu(110) and the interfaces formed by the adsorption of a PTCDA
monolayer on the Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110) surfaces. We conclude by discussing outstanding challenges
in the modeling of vdW interactions for studying atomic and molecular adsorbates on inorganic substrates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the electronic properties of hybrid in-
organic/organic systems (HIOS) has implications in both
fundamental science and technology. In terms of basic science,
these interfaces may lead to the emergence of collective effects
that the isolated components forming the interface do not
exhibit [1,2]. Among these effects, Kronik and Koch [1]
mention the emergence of magnetic phenomena at the interface
formed by nonmagnetic components (including closed-shell
molecular layers), localization of electron-hole pairs at the
interface, and electronic or transport properties of molecular
ensembles that differ from those of the isolated molecule(s)
(see references within Ref. [1]).

The eventual control of the function of HIOS has a substan-
tial technological importance as well. Organic light-emitting
diodes, organic thin-film transistors, and low cost and efficient
organic solar cells are examples of emerging technologies
based on organic thin films [1,3], which some of them are now
reaching the consumer market [3]. Potential future applications
also include organic memories and chemical sensors [1,3]. The
performance and future design of these devices are clearly
related to the electronic properties of the interface in which
the interface geometry plays a fundamental role [4,5]. A
balanced description of both the structural and electronic
properties of these interfaces is thus critical for controlling
their functionality.

The interplay of electron transfer processes, (covalent)
hybridization of wave functions, van der Waals (vdW) interac-
tions, and Pauli repulsion result in the interface properties
that HIOS exhibit, including their interface structure. In
particular, vdW forces play an essential part in the structure and
stability of these systems [5–11]. Density-functional theory
(DFT) has become the method of choice in the calculation
of interfaces and adsorption phenomena due to its good
compromise between accuracy and efficiency. Unfortunately,
the modeling of vdW interactions in DFT is not an easy task

as (semi)local and hybrid functionals used to approximate the
exchange-correlation (xc) energy functional do not include
them properly.

In this context, the role of vdW interactions in the
binding between small molecules in the gas phase has been
extensively studied and is fairly well understood. Unlike
(semi)local functionals within DFT, the hierarchy of methods
in quantum chemistry can describe vdW interactions properly.
Recent years have also seen the development of several
promising vdW-inclusive approaches in DFT. Methods such as
DFT-D3 [12], vdW-DF2 [13], vdW-DF-type functionals with
modified exchange [14], the DFT+XDM method [15,16], and
the DFT+vdW method [17] have shown to be quite accurate
for intermolecular interactions (see, for example, Ref. [18]
for a concise review of vdW-inclusive methods in DFT).
However, their application to HIOS is questionable due to
either the absence or inaccuracy of the nonlocal (inhomoge-
neous) collective electron response of the extended surface
in the vdW energy tail. This problem has been exemplified
in previous publications for the case of the adsorption of
3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (C24H8O6,
PTCDA) on coinage metal surfaces [5,10,19–22] and in
general for other adsorption systems [6–9,23,24].

The modeling of HIOS requires efficient methods that
are able to describe a range of interactions in an accurate
manner. In order to tackle this problem, we have developed
the DFT+vdWsurf method [22] to calculate the adsorp-
tion properties of atoms and molecules on surfaces. This
method combines the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) DFT+vdW
method [17] for intermolecular interactions with the Lifshitz-
Zaremba-Kohn (LZK) theory [25,26] for the inclusion of
the nonlocal collective response of the substrate surface in
the vdW energy tail. Calculations using the DFT+vdWsurf

method have demonstrated that the inclusion of these collective
effects, which effectively go beyond the atom-based pairwise
description of vdW interactions, enables us to reliably describe
the binding in many systems covering a wide range of
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interactions, including the adsorption of a Xe monolayer, of
aromatic molecules (benzene and derivatives, naphthalene,
anthracene, azobenzene, diindenoperylene, and olympicene
and derivatives), C60, molecules including sulfur/oxygen
such as thiophene, NTCDA, and PTCDA on several close-
packed transition-metal surfaces [22,27–35]. A study of a
Cu-phthalocyanine film on a PTCDA monolayer adsorbed on
Ag(111) has also been published recently [36].

In this work, we present a detailed description of the
DFT+vdWsurf method and assess its performance on adsorp-
tion phenomena occurring at close-packed and non-close-
packed surfaces. We start in Sec. II by reviewing the general
theory of vdW interactions including the case of the atom-
surface vdW interaction. We also discuss its relation to the
vdW pairwise interactions and how this relation determines
the development of the DFT+vdWsurf method. It is clear that
the study of HIOS is central to our motivation. Nevertheless, it
is also important to indicate that the adsorption of noble gases
on metal surfaces are prototypical examples of adsorption
phenomena where the main attractive forces are given by
long-range vdW interactions. More interesting is the fact that
they have been studied extensively in experiments [37–40] and
theory [40–43]. Because of their status as benchmark systems
for physisorption in vdW-inclusive DFT methods, we begin
Sec. III by addressing the performance of the present method in
the energetics and structure of the adsorption of Xe on selected
close-packed transition-metal surfaces. As we progress in
Sec. III, we also analyze the adsorption of a single PTCDA
molecule on Au(111) as an example of an organic/inorganic
interface. We take a similar approach to address the case of
non-close-packed surfaces by first analyzing the adsorption
of Xe on Cu(110) and comparing it to the case of Cu(111)
and, as a final step, analyzing the adsorption of an organic
adsorbate on a metallic surface with different orientations.
For this, we take the interface formed by the adsorption of
a PTCDA monolayer on the Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110)
surfaces. Finally, in Sec. IV we give a brief summary and an
outlook.

We mention the extensive study performed by Chen and
co-workers [43] where they reported the performance of
several vdW-inclusive methods within DFT on the adsorption
of noble gases on metal surfaces which serves, together with
this work, as a benchmark of DFT methods in physisorption
phenomena. In the case of PTCDA on Ag(100) and Ag(110),
we mention the theoretical and experimental studies reported
in Refs. [44,45] that were very helpful in the analysis that we
present in this work.

II. THEORY

A. The van der Waals interaction between
polarizable fragments

The vdW dispersion interactions result from correlated
fluctuations between electrons. As a starting point, we consider
the case of two neutral polarizable fragments Sa and Sb in
the well-separated regime, where there is no wave-function
overlap between fragments. The energy between the two frag-
ments can be given (see, for example, Longuet-Higgins [46],
Zaremba and Kohn [26]; Hartree atomic units used throughout)

by

E
(2)
vdW = − 1

2π

∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
. . .

∫
dra dr ′

a drb dr ′
b

×χa(ra,r ′
a,iω)v(r ′

a,rb)χb(rb,r ′
b,iω)v(r ′

b,ra), (1)

where χa and χb are the linear density response functions of
fragments Sa and Sb, respectively, and v(r,r ′) = |r − r ′|−1

is the bare Coulomb interaction. Position vectors ra , r ′
a

are restricted to fragment Sa while rb, r ′
b are restricted

to fragment Sb. Equation (1) corresponds to the Zaremba-
Kohn [26] (ZK) formula which was derived following second-
order perturbation theory. The ZK expression corresponds
to the dispersion energy between two neutral polarizable
fragments in terms of the charge fluctuations of each fragment.
Within the adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem (ACFDT) formalism, Dobson [47] showed that the ZK
formula is obtained when the response function is formulated
in terms of the random-phase approximation (RPA).

We consider now the response function of each fragment Si

to be characterized by an isotropic point dipole polarizability
αi(iω) located at Ri [47]:

χi(r i ,r ′
i ,iω) = −αi(iω)∇r i

δ3(r i − Ri) ⊗ ∇r ′
i
δ3(r ′

i − Ri),
(2)

where δ3(r − r ′) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function
and ⊗ corresponds to the tensor (outer) product. Given Eq. (2)
for χa and χb, the vdW interaction for two well-separated
fragments given by (1) becomes [47]

E
(2)
vdW � − 3

πR6

∫ ∞

0
dω αa(iω)αb(iω) = −Cab

6

R6
, (3)

where the Casimir-Polder formula [48] has been used to
calculate Cab

6 from the dipole polarizabilities of each fragment
and R = |Ra − Rb|. The equation above corresponds to the
pairwise formula known since the work of London [49] and,
as it has been summarized by Dobson [50], can be derived in
several ways. For the general case of N polarizable dipoles in
the well-separated regime, Tkatchenko and co-workers [51]
showed that the second-order expansion of the correlation
energy given within the ACFDT-RPA scheme leads to [51,52]

E
(2)
vdW = E

(2)
c,RPA = −1

2

∑
i

∑
j

C
ij

6

R6
ij

. (4)

The reader will note that Eq. (4) corresponds to the expression
for the pairwise dispersion energy of N atoms as used in the
DFT-D [12,53,54] and DFT+vdW [17] methods.

B. Atom-surface van der Waals interaction

The vdW interaction between a semi-infinite crystalline
solid and a neutral atom can be derived starting from Eq. (1)
in the limit where there is no wave-function overlap between
the atom and the surface [26]. Figure 1 features the geometric
arrangement of the atom-surface system. In this arrangement,
fragment Sa is the atom located at a distance Z from the
topmost layer of the surface, which corresponds to fragment
SS . The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to lie in
the plane of the topmost surface atoms. For the case of the
atom-surface interaction, the ZK formula correlates the charge
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FIG. 1. Geometry of the atom-surface system.

fluctuations between adsorbate and substrate and does not rely
on any specific model for any of the involved fragments [40].
In this case, the Coulomb potential between fragments can be
expressed in terms of two-dimensional Fourier decompositions
in order to incorporate the symmetry of the planar semi-infinite
substrate. After expressing the Coulomb potential in terms of
the two-dimensional (2D) wave vector q, which lies parallel to
the plane of the surface, and incorporating the complex wave
vector κ = q + iq ẑ, the atom-surface dispersion interaction
takes the form [26,40]

E
(2)
vdW = − 1

2π

∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
d2q

(2π )2

∫
d2q ′

(2π )2

2π

q

2π

q ′ e−Z(q+q ′)

×ei R·(q−q ′)A(x,x′,iω)S(r,r ′,iω). (5)

A(x,x′,iω) represents the adsorbate response function and is
given by

A(x,x′,iω) =
∫

dx
∫

dx′eiκ ·x−iκ∗·x′
χa(x,x′,iω), (6)

where the position vector x is taken relative to the center of
the adatom located at R = (0,0,Z), that is x = r − R. The
surface response function S(r,r ′,iω) is the analog to Eq. (6)
and is given by

S(r,r ′,iω) =
∫

dr
∫

dr ′eiκ ·r−iκ∗·r ′
χS(r,r ′,iω), (7)

where r = (ρ,z). Due to the periodicity of the surface, the
integral over q ′ in Eq. (5) is restricted to q ′ = q + G, where G
is a reciprocal lattice vector in the plane of the surface. Only
the terms where G = 0 give rise to a power-law dependence
characteristic of the vdW interaction [26]. Taking only the
G = 0 terms, Eq. (5) reduces to [40]

E
(2)
vdW = − 1

2π

∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
d2q

(2π )2

2π

q
e−2qZA(q,iω)S(q,iω).

(8)
The factor e−2qZ appearing in Eq. (8) cuts off the sum of
q values to q � 1/Z. Therefore, it is sufficient to determine
only the small-q behavior of functions A(q,iω) and S(q,iω).
A(q,iω) contains the fluctuations in the density of the
adsorbate due to the dipole and higher-multipole moments
of the atom. It can be expanded in terms of even powers of q

as [26,40]

A(q,iω) = 2αa
1 (iω)q2 + 2

3αa
2 (iω)q4 + O(q6) + . . . , (9)

where αa
1 and αa

2 are the frequency-dependent dipole and
quadrupole polarizabilities of atom a, respectively, evaluated
at imaginary frequency. Higher-multipole polarizabilities cor-
respond to higher even powers of q.

The surface response function S(q,iω), which is given by

S(q,iω) = 2π

q

∫
dz

∫
dz′eq(z+z′) χS(z,z′,iω), (10)

contains all the information of the substrate, that is, its structure
and the response given by its electronic structure. S(q,iω) can
also be formulated as [26,55]

S(q,iω) =
∫

dz eqzδn(z,q,iω), (11)

where δn(z,q,iω) is the surface electron density induced
by an external charge of the form [26,55] ρext(r,t) = δ(z −
Z)eiq·ρeωt . The surface response function gives the relative
amplitude of the induced electrostatic potential. It can also
be seen, according to Eq. (11), as an exponentially weighted
integral of the surface charge density [55]. It includes effects
due to the diffuseness of the surface charge density and due
to the nonlocal dielectric response of the surface and the bulk.
Equation (11) can be expanded in terms of q as [40]

S(q,iω) = σ0(iω) + qσ1(iω) + O(q2) + . . . , (12)

where the term σ0, corresponding to the q = 0 limit of S(q,iω),
is the total surface charge density and can be expressed in terms
of the bulk dielectric function εS(iω) of substrate S as

σ0(iω) = εS(iω) − 1

εS(iω) + 1
. (13)

The expansion of S(q,iω) in powers of q generates a series for
E

(2)
vdW which can be in consequence given in terms of inverse

powers of Z [26,40]. Given the expansions of Eqs. (9) and (12),
the vdW interaction of Eq. (8) can be expressed as

E
(2)
vdW � −CaS

3

Z3
− CaS

4

Z4
− O(Z−5) + . . . , (14)

where

CaS
3 = 1

4π

∫ ∞

0
dω αa

1 (iω)σ0(iω) (15)

and

CaS
4 = 3

8π

∫ ∞

0
dω αa

1 (iω)σ1(iω). (16)

The leading term of Eq. (14) shows the characteristic
Z−3 behavior of the atom-surface vdW interaction [25,26,56],
which depends on the dipole polarizability of the adsorbate and
the surface charge density of the substrate [Eq. (15)]. Higher-
Z−n terms and their respective interaction coefficients CaS

n

correspond to complex expressions involving both adsorbate
and substrate response properties [40].

With the identification of σ0 in terms of the macroscopic
bulk dielectric function of the substrate in Eq. (13), the
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interaction coefficient CaS
3 is given by

CaS
3 = 1

4π

∫ ∞

0
dω αa

1 (iω)
εS(iω) − 1

εS(iω) + 1
. (17)

Lifshitz [25] originally gave a macroscopic formulation of the
attractive vdW forces between two bodies. His formulation
characterized each body in terms of spatially nondispersive
(q = 0) frequency-dependent dielectric functions such as σ0

in Eq. (17) and resulted in the same inverse third power
dependence on the distance between bodies. The approach
of Zaremba and Kohn that yields the asymptotic expansion
in Eq. (14) has the advantage of taking into account the
microscopic details of the surface in the atom-surface vdW
interaction [26]. However, Eq. (14) cannot be applied directly
to the atom-surface vdW interaction since the choice of
the origin of coordinates in the expansion is not obvious
considering the distances typically found in physisorption. The
first two terms in Eq. (14) can be recovered by writing [26,40]

E
(2)
vdW � − CaS

3

(Z − Z0)3
, (18)

where Z0 is the position of the reference plane for the atom-
surface vdW interaction and is defined as

Z0 ≡ CaS
4

3CaS
3

. (19)

The vdW reference plane Z0 can be understood as a conse-
quence of the spatially dispersive character of the substrate’s
density response function as its definition in terms of CaS

4
indicates [26,40]. The physical importance of CaS

4 lies in its
dependence on σ1 in Eq. (16), which corresponds to the linear
term in q found in the expansion of the surface response
function S(q,iω). We note that the relationship among the
Lifshitz theory, the ZK theory, and the RPA approximation
within the ACFDT formalism is discussed by Dobson and
Gould in a recent paper [57].

Atom-surface vdW interaction as a sum
of interatomic pairwise potentials

In order to give a theoretical basis to Polanyi’s potential
theory of adsorption [58,59], London and Polanyi [56] first
proposed the inverse third power dependence on the distance
for the adsorption of particles in a gas on a flat surface.
Based on the work in dispersion forces between atoms by
London [49], their approach consisted in the summation of
pairwise vdW interactions between a single gas particle and
each of the atoms contained in the volume of the solid, yielding
an inverse third power dependence on the distance between
particle and substrate.

Let us consider a homogeneous distribution of attractive
forces within the substrate between atom a and each of the
atoms s constituting substrate S given by the leading −C6R

−6

term of the vdW interaction between two atoms. We can
recover the inverse third power dependence on the distance
by integrating the pairwise interaction over the volume of the
substrate spanning the region SS [60,61]:

E
(2)
vdW � −

∫
SS

dV nS

Cas
6

R6
, (20)

where dV is the volume element of substrate S and nS is the
number of atoms per unit volume in the bulk of the substrate.
Starting from Eq. (3), the LZK formula given in Eq. (18) can
be recovered exactly [26,40,62] by setting (i)

CaS
3 = nS

(
π

6

)
Cas

6 , (21)

and (ii) Z0 = d/2, where d is the interlayer distance between
equally spaced lattice planes parallel to the surface. In the
jellium model of a metal, d/2 corresponds to the position of
the jellium edge [26,40]. Deviations from this position occur
due to local field effects in the dielectric function and reflect
surface polarization. The magnitude of these deviations also
constitutes a measure of the importance of many-body forces
in the potential between the atom and the solid [26].

C. DFT+vdWsurf method for modeling adsorption phenomena

Our discussion of vdW interactions so far has emphasized
the well-separated regime where there is no wave-function
overlap between the interacting fragments. This regime is
a natural starting point for vdW interactions as the origin
of these lies on the induced polarization which results from
instantaneous fluctuations of the electronic density, effects
which are part of the electronic correlation energy of the
interacting system. However, in order to provide a quantitative
account even in model adsorption systems, such as the
adsorption of noble gases on metal surfaces, it is necessary
to incorporate the (chemical) interactions that occur at the
short-range regime where the wave-function hybridization
becomes important. This can be understood in the context
of electronic-structure theory as treating the exchange and
correlation energies on an equal footing.

It is evident that the main challenge in the modeling of
the adsorption of atoms and molecules on surfaces is to
develop methods that are able to capture both covalent and
noncovalent interactions in a reliable manner while at the
same time being capable of dealing with realistic adsorption
systems in an efficient fashion. It is with these features in mind
that we present in this section a method to model screened
vdW interactions for the adsorption of atoms and molecules
on surfaces: the DFT+vdWsurf method. The DFT+vdWsurf

scheme combines methods for molecules and solids with the
purpose of an accurate description of vdW interactions in
modeling the adsorption of atoms and molecules on surfaces.
We accomplish this by linking the LZK theory of the vdW
interaction between an atom and a solid surface to include
the collective response of the substrate electrons with the TS
DFT+vdW method to include intermolecular interactions.

The DFT+vdWsurf method consists in a vdW energy
correction to the total DFT energy, where the vdW energy
of the system is calculated as a sum of pairwise interaction
terms:

EvdW = −1

2

∑
a

∑
b

fdamp
(
Rab,R

0
a,R

0
b

)Cab
6

R6
ab

, (22)

where Rab is the distance between atoms a and b and Cab
6 is

the corresponding C6 coefficient given by the Casimir-Polder
integral of Eq. (3). The damping function fdamp eliminates
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the R−6
ab singularity found at small distances and is a function

of the vdW radii R0
a and R0

b . In analogy to the DFT+vdW
method, we adopt a Padé approximant model [63] for the
frequency-dependent dipole polarizability of atom i = {a,b}
given by the leading term of the Padé series as

αi
1(ω) = αi

0

1 − (ω/ηi)2
, (23)

where αi
0 is the static dipole polarizability of atom i and ηi is

an effective excitation frequency [17,64]. The Casimir-Polder
integral can be solved analytically with α1(iω) given by
Eq. (23) leading to a London-type formula [17,64]

Cab
6 = 3

2

(
ηaηb

ηa + ηb

)
αa

0αb
0 , (24)

with the effective frequency of atom i given when a = b as [17]

ηi = 4

3

Cii
6(

αi
0

)2 . (25)

With Eqs. (24) and (25), a simple combination rule for Cab
6 is

found [17]:

Cab
6 = 2Caa

6 Cbb
6

αb
0

αa
0
Caa

6 + αa
0

αb
0
Cbb

6

. (26)

Equation (26) gives the interaction coefficient Cab
6 between

atoms a and b in terms of the homonuclear parameters Cii
6 and

αi
0. We will refer to these in the following as vdW parameters.

1. Reference vdW parameters

For the case of free-atom reference vdW parameters, accu-
rate values are given in the database of Chu and Dalgarno [65]
(see also Ref. [17]). In the case of solids, the reference vdW
parameters for an atom must be determined taking into account
the environmental effects that an atom-in-a-solid is subject
to [66]. We rely on the LZK theory to achieve this. We
start by noting that for the atom-surface vdW interaction, we
can recover the LZK formula (18) exactly starting from a
summation of pairwise potentials between the adsorbate and
each of the atoms in the solid. The pairwise Cas

6 coefficient
between atom a and atom s in the solid can be obtained from
Eqs. (21) and (17) as

Cas
6 = 1

nS

(
6

π

)
CaS

3

= 1

nS

(
3

2π2

) ∫ ∞

0
dω αa

1 (iω)
εS(iω) − 1

εS(iω) + 1
. (27)

The effective vdW coefficient Cas
6 given in Eq. (27) inherits

the many-body collective response (screening) of the solid as
indicated by its dependence on the dielectric function εS . In
this context, the adsorbate corresponds to a free atom in the gas
phase, which allows us to evaluate αa

1 (iω) with Eq. (23) using
the values of Caa

6 and αa
0 given by Chu and Dalgarno [65].

Equation (27) can then be determined by calculating the
dielectric function εS(iω) of the solid. We use the Kramers-
Kronig relation to determine εS(iω) in terms of the absorptive
part of the dielectric function ε2 at real frequencies. We mainly
take data from reflection energy-loss spectroscopy (REELS)

TABLE I. Screened vdW parameters as used in the DFT+vdWsurf

method. For comparison, the free-atom parameters as used in
the DFT+vdW method are also shown. C6 (in hartree bohr6), α0

(in bohr3), and R0 (in bohr) denote the dispersion coefficient,
polarizability, and vdW radius, respectively. The experimental lattice
constants [70] have been employed to calculate nS in Eq. (21).

Screened Free atom

Substrate C6 α0 R0 C6 α0 R0

Ti 116 16.8 2.51 1044 98.0 4.51
V 80 13.3 2.40 832 84.0 4.44
Fe 61 11.0 2.46 482 56.0 4.23
Co 55 10.5 2.50 408 50.0 4.18
Ni 59 10.2 2.28 373 48.0 3.82
Cu 59 10.9 2.40 253 42.0 3.76
Zn 62 12.9 2.76 284 40.0 4.02
Ru 53 13.6 2.36 610 65.9 4.00
Rh 84 13.0 2.42 469 56.1 3.95
Pd 102 13.9 3.07 158 23.7 3.66
Ag 122 15.4 2.57 339 50.6 3.82
Ir 98 13.2 2.71 359 42.5 4.00
Pt 120 14.5 2.80 347 39.7 3.92
Au 134 15.6 2.91 298 36.5 3.86

experiments by Werner and co-authors [67] for this purpose.
In the case of Rh and Ir, optical constants were taken from
the reflectance measurements of Windt and co-authors [68].
Finally, in the case of Ru, the optical measurements were
taken from Choi and co-authors [69]. We may note in passing
that the determination of the dielectric function as input for the
coefficients in the present method is not limited to experimental
results. It may also be accurately computed from first principles
as demonstrated by Werner and co-workers [67], whose DFT
calculations agree reasonably well with REELS results within
the experimental uncertainties involved.

Having determined Cas
6 , the reference vdW parameters Css

6
and αs

0 for the atom-in-a-solid can be calculated by a system
of two equations like Eq. (26) with b = s and two different
adsorbing atoms a. Take, for example, Cu interacting with Ne
and Ar. Two equations of the type given by Eq. (26) with s =
Cu can be set for CNeCu

6 and CArCu
6 where CCuCu

6 and αCu
0 are the

only two unknown parameters. We take any two atoms from the
list: H, C, Ne, Ar, and Kr and solve the set of two equations for
Css

6 and αs
0 for a given substrate. The resulting vdW reference

parameters of different substrate atoms are displayed in Table I.
For comparison, the reference parameters of the free atoms are
presented as well. The vdW radius for the atom-in-a-solid R0

s

is obtained via the relation R0
s = (αs

0/α
s
0,free)1/3R0

s,free where
R0

s,free corresponds to the vdW radius of the same species s

but as a free atom. We use the TS ansatz [17] to determine the
free-atom vdW radii.

The values in Table I for the screened vdW parameters
for an atom-in-a-solid show that the environmental effects
in a solid cannot be neglected in the calculation of vdW
interactions. The inclusion of the collective response of the
solid in the determination of the vdW parameters for transition
metals can lead to pronounced differences with respect to the
free-atom reference values, reducing the vdW C6 coefficients
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up to a factor of 10. Significant effects can be observed in static
polarizabilities (α0) and vdW radii (R0) as well. The sensitive
dependence of the dielectric screening on the substrate is
manifested clearly by these results. We note that the parameters
here calculated can be considered as intrinsic properties of
the bulk as they are essentially invariant to the nature of the
adsorbed atom.

2. Hybridization and interface polarization effects

A set of accurate reference vdW parameters has been
established so far for both free atoms and atoms inside a solid.
However, the effects of charge polarization that an atom in a
molecule or an interface would experience are not included
yet. In the case of adsorption phenomena, there will be effects
related to the polarization of the interface. These effects are
manifested as the spatial dispersion in the dielectric function
close to the surface of the system. They are included in higher
q-dependent terms of the substrate response function given by
Eq. (12).

The effects of charge polarization are included in the case
of molecules in the DFT+vdW method [17] by renormalizing
the vdW parameters using the ground-state electron density
obtained from DFT calculations. We adopt the same strategy
to account for interface polarization in adsorption phenomena
by defining an effective volume vi

eff for species i as

vi
eff = V eff

i

V ref
i

=
(∫

dr r3wi(r)n(r)∫
dr r3nref

i (r)

)
, (28)

wi(r) = nref
i (r)∑

j nref
j (r)

, (29)

where r3 is the cube of the distance from the nucleus of
atom i, wi(r) is the Hirshfeld [71] atomic partitioning weight
of the species i, n(r) is the total electron density, nref

i (r)
is the reference electron density for atom i, and the sum
goes over all atoms of the system [17,72]. For the solid, the
reference corresponds to the spherical electron density of an
atom in the bulk, and for a molecule, it corresponds to the
free-atom electron density. By exploiting the direct relation
between polarizability and volume [17,73], the effective C6,eff

coefficient, the effective polarizability αeff , and the effective
vdW radius R0

i,eff are determined as [17]

Cii
6,eff = (

vi
eff

)2
Cii

6,ref, (30)

αi
eff = (

vi
eff

)
αi

ref, (31)

R0
i,eff =

(
αi

eff

αi
ref

)1/3

R0
i,ref . (32)

Effects beyond the pairwise approximation are achieved
by the inclusion of semilocal effects through the dependence
of the vdW parameters on the electron density as given by
Eqs. (30)–(32). For example, we have reported significant
interface polarization in systems such as PTCDA on Ag(111)
and benzene on Pt(111) manifested in the value of the C6 coef-
ficients in the region of the metal-molecule interface [22,29].

3. Empirical short-range damping function

The fact that we adopt an interatomic pairwise expression
as Eq. (22) in order to compute vdW interactions leads to
the presence of a R−6

ab singularity at small distances. We also
couple to a semilocal xc functional via the short-range damping
function. The damping function fdamp in the DFT+vdWsurf

method follows the same strategy as the DFT+vdW method,
having the following form [17];

fdamp
(
Rab,R

0
ab

) = 1

1 + exp
[−d

(
Rab

sRR0
ab

− 1
)] , (33)

where R0
ab = R0

a + R0
b , d = 20 determines the steepness of

the damping, and sR determines the range of the damping. The
range parameter sR is the only parameter that is determined
empirically. This is done by fitting sR for each underlying xc
functional to the S22 data set of Jurečka and co-authors [74].
The S22 data set contains binding energies of 22 different
weakly bound systems, calculated using the coupled-cluster
method with single, double, and triple excitations, where
triple excitations are treated perturbatively [CCSD(T)] (see
Refs. [17,75]).

The DFT+vdWsurf method leads to a reduced set of
effective C6 coefficients (see Table I) that are determined by the
dielectric screening of the bulk and the electronic environment
of each atom, yielding a smaller long-range vdW energy.
On the other hand, it also carries a larger relative weight of
the vdW contributions at shorter range due to the effect that
the reduction of the vdW radii has on the damping function.
The nontrivial coaction of these effects and the underlying xc
functional enables an accurate treatment of complex interfaces
where the interplay of different interactions is present. We also
mention that the DFT+vdWsurf method does not depend on the
nature of the substrate, and is in principle equally applicable
to insulators, semiconductors, and metals [22].

D. Metal bulk lattice constants with the DFT+vdWsurf method

We have calculated the bulk lattice constant of sev-
eral transition metals in a previous work [29] using the
DFT+vdWsurf method with the PBE approximation as un-
derlying xc functional, which we refer to as PBE+vdWsurf .
As we have discussed above, the PBE+vdWsurf method
includes the screening due to metallic bulk electrons in the
computation of the long-range vdW energy tail. However,
since the PBE functional is reduced to the local-density
approximation (LDA) for homogeneous electron densities,
the metallic electrons are already accurately described within
the PBE functional. This fact results in a partial “double
counting” of the interaction between metallic electrons with
the PBE+vdWsurf method, leading to an overestimation of
the vdW energy inside the metal bulk. This effect yields
a slight increase of the lattice constants compared to the
PBE functional in some transition metals while decreasing
it in some other cases (see Ref. [29]). But, even if the
present method can actually lead to an improvement in the
bulk lattice constant for some of the transition metals here
studied, there is no straightforward way to quantify the
overestimation effects. On the other hand, these effects do
not pose a problem in the adsorption of molecules on surfaces
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because the adsorbate interacts both with the localized ions
and the delocalized metallic electrons. Further improvement
of the lattice constants requires a full microscopic treatment of
the polarizability due to localized ions and metallic electrons.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have developed in Sec. II a method within DFT that
includes screened vdW interactions for treating adsorption
phenomena. In this section, we apply this methodology and
assess its performance in realistic adsorption systems. Before
addressing the case of HIOS, the effects of modeling vdW
interactions within DFT in adsorption phenomena can be
evaluated by investigating the interaction between noble gases
and a metallic surface. The adsorption interaction in these
prototypical physisorption systems is the result of a balance
between attractive vdW interactions and Pauli repulsion.
We start this section by describing the specifications of the
systems studied here and the computational details of our
calculations. We continue by analyzing the adsorption of Xe
on selected transition-metal surfaces using the PBE+vdW
and PBE+vdWsurf methods, discussing the differences be-
tween the two methods while taking into consideration that
the latter includes the collective response of the substrate
electrons in the determination of the vdW parameters. We
have presented some of these results in Ref. [22], but here
we extend the analysis by including PBE+vdW calculations
and studying the perpendicular vibrational energy of Xe in
each case to probe the curvature around the minimum of
the potential-energy curves calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf

method. As a next step, it is illustrative to study a typical
physisorbed organic/metal interface for which we have chosen
the adsorption of a single molecule of PTCDA on Au(111). We
proceed by addressing the performance of the PBE+vdWsurf

method for adsorption on non-close-packed surfaces. For this,
we first analyze the differences between the adsorption of Xe
on Cu(111) and Cu(110). As a second case, we analyze the
adsorption of an organic adsorbate on a metallic surface with
different orientations. We take the interface formed by the
adsorption of a PTCDA monolayer on the Ag(111), Ag(100),
and Ag(110) surfaces.

A. System specifications and calculation details

The DFT calculations were performed using the all-
electron/full-potential electronic-structure code FHI-AIMS [76]
which uses efficient numerical atom-centered orbitals (NAO)
as basis set. We used the tight settings in the FHI-AIMS code
for all calculations. These include the tier 1 standard basis
set for the transition metals and Xe, and the tier 2 basis set
for C, H, and O. The convergence criteria in the calculations
were 10−5 electrons for the electron density and 10−6 eV for
the total energy of the system. For all structure relaxations,

0.01 eV Å
−1

was utilized as convergence criterion for the
maximum final force. Relativistic effects were included via
the atomic scalar zeroth-order regular approximation [77].
We used the repeated-slab method to model all the systems
together with the PBE [78] exchange-correlation functional.

The vdWsurf method includes the screening due to metallic
bulk electrons in the computation of the long-range vdW

energy tail. However, since the PBE functional is reduced
to the local-density approximation (LDA) for homogeneous
electron densities, the metallic electrons are already accurately
described within the PBE functional. This fact results in a
partial “double counting” of the interaction between metallic
electrons with the PBE+vdWsurf method, leading to an
overestimation of the vdW energy inside the metal bulk [29].
Even if the present method can lead to an improvement in
the bulk lattice constant for some of the transition metals
here studied [29], there is no straightforward way to quantify
the overestimation effects. For this reason, we have used
the PBE optimized lattice constant to generate most of the
metal slabs [29]: 4.149, 3.631, 3.971, and 3.943 Å for Ag,
Cu, Pt, and Pd, respectively. The only exception is Au in
the study of PTCDA on Au(111). In this case, we used the
experimental lattice constant of Au (4.065 Å) to generate
the (111) surface in order to have a direct comparison with
the binding curve generated in the experiments performed by
Wagner and co-workers [79].

For the case of Xe on metallic surfaces, we adopted the
experimentally reported (

√
3 × √

3)R30° structure with top
and face-centered-cubic (fcc) hollow adsorption sites for the
(111) surface of Pt, Pd, and Cu. For the case of the Cu(110)
surface, we present the results for a 2 × 2 surface unit cell.
We used a Monkhorst-Pack grid [80] of 15 × 15 × 1 k points
in the reciprocal space and six metallic layers to perform the
calculations, except for Cu(110), where we used seven metallic
layers. The width of the vacuum was 20 Å.

In the case of PTCDA on Au(111), the system consisted
of a single molecule adsorbed on a Au(111) surface modeled
with three metallic layers in line with previous investigations
[19–22,81]. The surface unit cell was modeled with a (6 −6

1 10)

supercell and a vacuum width of 40 Å in order to minimize
the interactions between neighboring molecules. We used a
Monkhorst-Pack grid of 2 × 2 × 1 k points in the reciprocal
space for the DFT calculations.

Regarding PTCDA on silver surfaces, the surface unit cells
were modeled with a ( 6 1

−3 5), ( 4 4
−4 4), and a ( 3 2

−3 2) supercell
for the case of Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110), respectively, in
accordance to experimental results [82,83]. The slabs consisted
of five layers for Ag(111) and Ag(100) and seven layers
for Ag(110), each with a vacuum gap of 50 Å. We used a
Monkhorst-Pack grid of 4 × 4 × 1 for Ag(111) and 6 × 6 × 1
k points for Ag(100) and Ag(110) in the reciprocal space.

B. Xe on metal surfaces

We performed PBE+vdW and PBE+vdWsurf structure
optimizations for Xe on five transition-metal surfaces, where
the Xe atom and the atoms in the topmost and first subsurface
layers of the metal slab were allowed to relax. As we generated
the substrates using the PBE lattice constant, we did not
consider vdW interactions between metal atoms in order to
avoid an artificial relaxation of the surfaces. They were taken
into account only in final adsorption energy calculations.

Adsorption energies. Figure 2 and Table II show the
adsorption energies calculated with PBE+vdWsurf for both the
top and fcc hollow adsorption sites. The adsorption energies
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FIG. 2. Adsorption energies Eads calculated with PBE+vdWsurf

for Xe on transition-metal surfaces. The contributions of PBE and
vdW interactions after relaxing the system with the PBE+vdWsurf

method are shown in red and blue, respectively. Total adsorption
energies after relaxation are displayed in green. Top sites are displayed
with plain color filled bars whereas fcc hollow sites are displayed with
pattern filled bars.

were computed using

Eads = EAdSys − (EMe + EAd), (34)

where EAdSys is the total energy of the adsorption system (gas
+ metal surface) after relaxation, EMe is the energy of the bare
slab after relaxation, and EAd is the energy of the isolated Xe
gas atom. In all cases, we find that both adsorption sites, top
and fcc hollow, are nearly degenerate within vdW-inclusive
DFT. Using the PBE+vdWsurf method, the top adsorption site
is energetically favored for Pd(111), Cu(110), and Ag(111) by
approximately 5 meV for Pd(111) and Ag(111), and 10 meV
for Cu(110). Both adsorption sites are virtually degenerate
within our calculation settings in the cases of Pt(111) and
Cu(111). Figure 2 also displays the contribution to Eads coming
from PBE and vdW interactions upon relaxing the system.
More specifically, the PBE contribution destabilizes the fcc
hollow adsorption site in the Cu substrates upon relaxation,
as it becomes more positive for both surface orientations. The

TABLE II. Comparison of adsorption energies Eads between
PBE+vdW and PBE+vdWsurf for the top adsorption site of Xe
on transition-metal surfaces. PBE+vdWsurf calculations for the fcc
hollow adsorption sites are also presented. Experimental data, shown
for comparison, are taken from Refs. [37,38,84–96].

Eads (meV)

Top fcc hollow

PBE+vdW PBE+vdWsurf PBE+vdWsurf Expt.

Xe/Pt(111) −331 −254 −253 −260 to −280
Xe/Pd(111) −325 −276 −272 −310 to −330
Xe/Cu(111) −335 −248 −249 −173 to −200
Xe/Cu(110) −326 −249 −239 −212 to −224
Xe/Ag(111) −244 −237 −232 −196 to −226

same finding holds for Ag(111). Although the differences in
energy between adsorption sites are too small (a few meV)
to regard them as definitive, an accurate determination of
exchange and correlation effects (particularly related to vdW
interactions) is essential in the structural and energetic features
of these systems.

The fact that both adsorption sites for Xe on transition-metal
surfaces are nearly degenerate within DFT methods has also
been addressed most recently by Chen and co-authors [43],
who reported a few meV difference in their PBE and vdW-DF2
calculations between top and fcc hollow adsorption sites.
However, they found that results from experiments cannot
be explained by energy differences between top and fcc
hollow adsorption sites. Instead, by examining the 2D potential
energy surface (PES) of Xe on Pt(111), they found that the
fcc hollow adsorption sites correspond to local maxima in
the PES, while top sites correspond to a true minimum.
Hence, fcc hollow sites are transient states and thus not
easily observed in experiments [40,43]. This result is general,
according to their calculations, for the adsorption of noble
gases on transition-metal surfaces. They further showed that
this fact holds no matter which xc functional is employed. For
Xe/Pt(111), experimental measurements [91] indeed showed
that Xe adsorbs on top sites of the Pt(111) surface at T = 80 K.
Furthermore, measurements also showed that at low coverage,
the diffusion barrier for lateral movement of the Xe atoms on
the surface is less than 10 meV [97].

Because of the aforementioned reasons, we now discuss the
results for the top adsorption site. For comparison, Table II also
presents PBE+vdW adsorption energies for the top adsorption
site as well as the available experimental results. Table II
shows that the PBE+vdWsurf adsorption energies are in very
good agreement with experimental results. These calculations
slightly underestimate the adsorption energy in the case of
Pt(111) and Pd(111), while slightly overestimating in the
case of both Cu surfaces and Ag(111). Nevertheless, these
discrepancies amount to approximately 50 meV out of the
range of experimental results in the worst case. The PBE+vdW
method yields larger adsorption energies with respect to
PBE+vdWsurf calculations. This result stems from the free-
atom nature of the vdW reference parameters employed in the
PBE+vdW method.

Adsorption distances. Table III shows the adsorption
distances calculated with the PBE+vdW and PBE+vdWsurf

methods. The results correspond to the top adsorption site and
are reported with respect to the average position of the atoms in
the topmost metal layer after relaxation of the system. Experi-
mental results are shown for comparison as well. In general, the
calculated adsorption distances with both methods are within
0.10 Å of experimental results except for Xe/Cu(111), in which
the agreement is within 0.15 Å of the experimental value.
We did not find significant differences between PBE+vdW
and PBE+vdWsurf calculations with the exception of Xe on
Cu(110), in which the distance predicted by the PBE+vdW
method is 0.12 Å shorter than the PBE+vdWsurf result.
Overall, we find that the PBE+vdWsurf results are in closer
agreement (within 0.10 Å) to experimental results than those
calculated with other vdW-inclusive DFT methods such as
those benchmarked in the work of Chen and co-authors [43].
We note that the experimental adsorption distances that we
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TABLE III. Summary of results for the adsorption of Xe on transition-metal surfaces. These are the equilibrium distances dXe−Sub, adsorption
energies Eads, and perpendicular vibrational energies Evib of Xe on top of the surfaces. Experimental results are also displayed for comparison.
The distances dXe−Sub are reported with respect to the average distance of the topmost metal layer and correspond to the top adsorption site
on each system. Both adsorption distances and energies correspond to the system after relaxation. The values of dXe−Sub and Eads for Ag(111)
correspond to the best estimates in Ref. [37]. The experimental data are taken from Refs. [37,38,84–96], and [98].

dXe−Sub (Å) Eads (meV) Evib (meV)

PBE+vdW PBE+vdWsurf Expt. PBE+vdW PBE+vdWsurf Expt. PBE+vdWsurf Expt.

Xe/Pt(111) 3.39 3.46 3.4 ± 0.1 −331 −254 −260 to −280 3.9 3.5, 3.70
Xe/Pd(111) 3.13 3.12 3.07 ± 0.06 −325 −276 −310 to −330 4.2
Xe/Cu(111) 3.48 3.46 3.60 ± 0.08 −335 −248 −173 to −200 3.8 2.6
Xe/Cu(110) 3.17 3.29 3.3 ± 0.1 −326 −249 −212 to −224 4.0 2.5, 2.6
Xe/Ag(111) 3.60 3.57 3.6 ± 0.05 −244 −237 −196 to −226 3.8 2.79

show in Table III follow the analysis presented by Diehl and
co-authors in their review of the topic [38].

Perpendicular vibrational frequencies of Xe. We have also
computed the perpendicular vibrational frequencies of Xe on
the metal surfaces to probe the curvature of the potential
energy curves around the minimum in each case. For this,
we have calculated the adsorption potential energy curve for
Xe residing on top sites of each transition-metal surface. We
take the case of Xe on Pt(111) as an example: Figure 3 shows
its adsorption potential energy Eads as a function of vertical
distance d of the Xe monolayer employing the PBE and the
PBE+vdWsurf methods. The adsorption energy per adsorbed
atom was calculated using Eq. (34) where the unrelaxed
system was employed for all the calculated points. The vertical
distance d was defined as the difference of the position of
the atom in the monolayer with respect to the position of the
unrelaxed topmost metallic layer. The experimental adsorption
distance and energy are displayed in blue shaded regions. The
adsorption distance and energy observed in the potential curve
of Fig. 3 agree very well with the ones presented in Table III,

FIG. 3. Potential-energy curve as a function of vertical distance
d of a Xe monolayer on top of Pt(111) with different approximations
within DFT. The blue shaded regions correspond to the experimental
adsorption distance [91] of 3.4 ± 0.1 Å and to the interval of
experimental adsorption energy [38] that ranges from −260 to −280
meV.

which shows a summary of the PBE+vdWsurf results for Xe
on metal surfaces after relaxing each system. This fact holds
also for the case of the other metal surfaces here studied. It
shows that, in the case of Xe on metal surfaces, the adsorption
potential-energy curves provide relevant information on the
adsorption process. Based on them, we have calculated the
perpendicular vibrational energy of Xe in each adsorption
case. We note that, unlike our own previous work [22], we
have included vdW interactions between metal atoms in the
adsorption energies of each potential-energy curve.

Following previous works [40,42,43], we have modeled the
gas-surface adsorption potential with the following function
given by the sum of repulsive and attractive vdW interactions:

E(d) = α1e
−α2d − C3

(d − Z0)3
+ Eml, (35)

where E(d) is the adsorption potential between Xe and
the metal substrate at a distance d from the surface and
Eml is a constant that corresponds approximately to the
formation energy of the Xe monolayer. We have determined
the parameters α1, α2, C3, Z0, and Eml by fitting Eq. (35) to
the PBE+vdWsurf calculations. The resulting curve of the fit
is depicted with a solid line in Fig. 3 for the case of Xe on
Pt(111). The vibrational energy Evib is then given by

Evib = hν = h

2π

√
ke

mXe
, (36)

where ν, h, and mXe are the vibrational frequency, Planck’s
constant, and the mass of an atom of Xe, respectively. The force
constant ke corresponds to the second derivative evaluated at
the minimum of the potential given by Eq. (35). Following this
procedure, the results for Evib are given in Table III.

To the best of our knowledge, experimental measure-
ments for the perpendicular vibrational energy exist for
Xe/Pt(111), Xe/Cu(111), Xe/Cu(110), and Xe/Ag(111). In
the case of Pt(111), the values of 3.5 and 3.70 meV have
been reported [92,93]. The PBE+vdWsurf calculations yield
a perpendicular vibrational energy of 3.9 meV which is in
fair agreement with experimental results. In the cases of
Cu(111), Cu(110), and Ag(111), the PBE+vdWsurf values
overestimate the experimental values [94,96,98] by 1.2, 1.4,
and 1.0 meV, respectively. With the exception of Pt(111),
the results show that the PBE+vdWsurf method overesti-
mates the curvature around the minimum, yielding higher
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perpendicular vibrational energies by approximately 1.2 meV
with respect to experiment and other vdW-inclusive DFT
methods such as vdW-DF2 [43]. However, as it has been
observed by Carrasco and co-workers [99], the vdW-DF2
method yields C3 coefficients that are approximately two
times smaller than those obtained in methods such as the
PBE+vdWsurf or (the empirically optimized vdW-DF–type
functional) optB88-vdW [14]. The overestimation of the
curvature with the PBE+vdWsurf method is probably related
to a slight overestimation of the adsorption energy with the
PBE+vdWsurf due to the absence of many-body dispersion
effects as we have observed in recent work [100].

We present a summary of the PBE+vdWsurf results for
Xe on metal surfaces in Table III. The noticeable agreement
of both adsorption distances and energies with respect to
experimental values indicates the importance of the inclusion
of the nonlocal collective effects present in the surface when
calculating vdW interactions. With the exception of the
vibrational energies, we find that the PBE+vdWsurf results
are in closer agreement to experimental results than those
calculated with other vdW-inclusive DFT methods such as the
ones benchmarked in the work of Chen and co-authors [43].

We remark that accurate results might also be achieved
by vdW-DF–type functionals with empirically optimized
exchange [14,27,99].

In spite of the essential difference between the
PBE+vdWsurf and PBE+vdW methods, our calculations show
that the PBE+vdW adsorption distances are also in very good
agreement with experimental results (see Table III) in the
case of the adsorption of Xe on transition-metal surfaces.
Regardless of this agreement, the PBE+vdW scheme leads
to an overestimation of the adsorption energy as the input
vdW parameters for the metal atom correspond to the free
atom, neglecting the effects of the collective response of the
solid (see Table I). Of particular relevance is the fact, which we
have observed above, that neglecting the environmental effects
of the solid in the determination of the vdW parameters can
lead to inaccurate equilibrium structures and an overestimation
of the binding strength with respect to experiments in more
complex systems such as organic/inorganic interfaces [22]. In
this context, in the next section we analyze the adsorption
potential of a single planar molecule of 3,4,9,10-perylene-
tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (C24H8O6, PTCDA) on a
Au(111) surface.

FIG. 4. (a) Chemical structure of PTCDA. The distinction between carbon atoms belonging to the perylene core (Cperyl, black) and to the
functional groups (Cfunct, dark gray) is also displayed. In a similar fashion, oxygen atoms are shown in red for the case of the carboxylic oxygen
(Ocarb) and blue for the anhydride oxygen (Oanhyd). (b) Top view of the relaxed structure of PTCDA on Ag(111). Both inequivalent molecules of
the structure are labeled A and B. (c) Top view of the relaxed structure of PTCDA on Ag(100). (d) Top view of the relaxed structure of PTCDA
on Ag(110). The topmost metal layer is displayed in dark gray while the sublayer is light gray. Images of the structures were produced using
the visualization software VESTA [106].
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FIG. 5. (a) Adsorption energy Eads as a function of vertical
distance d for PTCDA on Au(111). The distance d is evaluated with
respect to the position of the unrelaxed topmost metal layer. The blue
shaded region corresponds to the experimental adsorption distance
of 3.25 ± 0.1 Å as determined by Wagner and co-workers [79].
The error bar corresponds to typical experimental error estimates.
(b) Contribution of vdW interactions to the adsorption energy as a
function of vertical distance d for PTCDA on Au(111), which is
defined as the difference between either the PBE+vdWsurf or the
PBE+vdW energy and the PBE energy.

C. PTCDA on Au(111)

PTCDA is a chemical compound formed by an aromatic
perylene core (Cperyl) terminated with two anhydride func-
tional groups, each of them containing two carbon atoms
(Cfunc), two carboxylic oxygens (Ocarb), and one anhydride
oxygen (Oanhyd) [see Fig. 4(a) and Ref. [44]]. Experimental
studies observe that PTCDA is physisorbed on Au(111),
hence its bonding interaction is governed mainly by vdW
forces [79,101–103]. Wagner and co-workers [79] studied the
system based on single-molecule manipulation experiments.
By combining scanning tunneling microscopy and frequency-
modulated atomic force microscopy, they reported an adsorp-
tion energy of about −2.5 eV per molecule of PTCDA and an
adsorption distance of approximately 3.25 Å, a value which is
displayed as a blue shaded region in Fig. 5. The case of PTCDA
on Au(111) has also been measured using the normal incidence
x-ray standing wave (NIXSW) technique by Henze and co-
authors [101,104], where they found an adsorption distance of
3.31 Å for the PTCDA monolayer. In addition, temperature-
programed desorption (TPD) experiments performed to study
the adsorption of the monolayer reveal an adsorption energy of
approximately −1.94 eV per molecule [105]. For these reasons
and the experimental information that is available, PTCDA on
Au(111) serves as an interesting example of physisorption in
an organic/inorganic interface.

Adsorption potential curve. We have calculated the adsorp-
tion potential curve of a single PTCDA molecule on Au(111)
using the PBE, PBE+vdW, and PBE+vdWsurf schemes, which
are displayed in Fig. 5(a). The adsorption energy per adsorbed
molecule was calculated using Eq. (34) where EAdSys is the
total energy of the adsorption system (PTCDA + metallic

surface), EMe is the energy of the bare metal slab, and
EAd is the energy of a single PTCDA molecule in periodic
boundary conditions. The calculations correspond to the
unrelaxed system where the metal slab was generated using the
experimental lattice constant of Au in order to have a direct
comparison with experimental results. The potential-energy
curve was calculated including vdW interactions between
metal atoms. From Fig. 5(a), it is clear that the PBE
functional cannot accurately describe the adsorbate-substrate
interaction as it leads to an exceptionally small adsorption
energy. Both PBE+vdW and PBE+vdWsurf calculations show
a stronger interaction due to the inclusion of vdW interactions.
Figure 5(a) shows that a single molecule of PTCDA adsorbs
at a height of approximately 3.44 Å with an adsorption energy
of approximately −2.69 eV per molecule with the PBE+vdW
method. On the other hand, the PBE+vdWsurf calculation leads
to an adsorption distance of approximately 3.23 Å and an
adsorption energy of approximately −2.23 eV per molecule.
We have performed the same calculation using the PBE lattice
constant of Au (4.159 Å, in accordance to our previous work in
Ref. [29]) to generate the surface slab. The adsorption potential
curve yields in this way an adsorption distance of 3.21 Å and
an adsorption energy of −2.17 eV with the PBE+vdWsurf

method. These values do not change considerably with respect
to the lattice constant used so we proceed now to compare the
values that we obtain when the experimental lattice constant
is used.

In contrast to the adsorption of Xe on metal surfaces,
we observe differences in the adsorption distance predicted
by both methods, resulting in a larger distance with the
PBE+vdW method by 0.21 Å with respect to its PBE+vdWsurf

counterpart. The PBE+vdW adsorption distance result is
overestimated if we consider the values of 3.25 and 3.31 Å
found in experiments for the single molecule and monolayer,
respectively [79,101]. On the other hand, PBE+vdWsurf

calculations lead to remarkable agreement with experiments.
With respect to the binding strength, the PBE+vdW adsorption
energy also seems overestimated with respect to the experi-
mental values [79,105] of −2.5 and −1.9 eV measured for
the single molecule and monolayer, respectively. Regarding
the PBE+vdWsurf adsorption energy for the single molecule,
its value of −2.23 eV lies in-between these two experimental
results.

The effect of dielectric screening in the vdW parameters.
The differences in these results reflect the impact of the vdW
parameters on the accuracy when it comes to the structure
of organic/inorganic interfaces. In the PBE+vdWsurf method,
the set of reduced C6 coefficients that are determined by
the dielectric screening of the bulk yields a smaller vdW
energy. We show this effect in Fig. 5(b) where we display the
contribution of vdW interactions to the adsorption potential
curve, showing how the reduced C6 coefficient of Au yields a
smaller vdW energy in the PBE+vdWsurf method. This feature
modifies the adsorption potential in a nontrivial manner, with
particular relevance at the range of the adsorption distance.
In addition, the coefficients are effectively changed by the
electronic environment of each atom reflecting the interface
polarization due to local hybridization effects. Taking PTCDA
on Au(111) as an example, Fig. 6(a) demonstrates how the
C6 coefficient between a C atom of the adsorbate molecule
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FIG. 6. (a) Changes in the CAuC
6 coefficient with respect to the

adsorption distance d for a single PTCDA molecule on Au(111)
calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf method. (b) Variations of the
damping function fdamp with respect to the adsorption distance d

when using the PBE+vdW and PBE+vdWsurf methods. The onset of
fdamp occurs at a smaller distance in the PBE+vdWsurf method.

and a Au atom of the surface changes with the adsorption
distance d. The changes occurring at each distance are a
consequence of variations in the electronic environment of
each atom. Furthermore, the reduction of the vdW radii in
the surface atoms leads to a larger relative weight of vdW
contributions at shorter range with the PBE+vdWsurf method
in comparison to the PBE+vdW method. This can be observed
in Fig. 6(b) as the onset of the damping function fdamp in the
PBE+vdWsurf method occurs at smaller adsorption distances
due to the reduced vdW radius of Au. The coaction of the
effects in the C6 coefficients and the vdW radii causes a
nontrivial reduction of both the adsorption energy and the
adsorption distance, which modifies the potential-energy curve
of PTCDA on Au(111) as observed in Fig. 5.

D. Comparison between close-packed
and non-close-packed surfaces

Previously, we have analyzed the performance of the
PBE+vdWsurf method in the case of the adsorption on close-
packed (111) surfaces of some transition metals. Here, we
analyze the case of non-close-packed surfaces. We compare
the case of a Xe monolayer on the Cu(110) and Cu(111)
surfaces and the adsorption of an organic adsorbate on a
metallic surface with different orientations: the adsorption of
a PTCDA monolayer on the Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110)
surfaces.

Xe on Cu(110) and Cu(111). The adsorption potential of
Xe on Cu(110) is depicted in Fig. 7. In the blue shaded region,
the adsorption distance of 3.3 ± 0.1 Å is shown as measured
by Caragiu and co-workers [85] using LEED. The excellent
agreement of the PBE+vdWsurf equilibrium distance with the
experimental result is evident from Fig. 7.

The vdW parameters used as an input for the PBE+vdWsurf

method are calculated according to the dielectric function of
the bulk material. As a consequence, the input parameters

FIG. 7. Potential-energy curve as a function of vertical distance
d of a Xe monolayer on top of Cu(110) with different approximations
within DFT. The blue shaded regions correspond to the experimental
adsorption distance [85] of 3.3 ± 0.1 Å and experimental adsorption
energy [86] of −218 ± 6 meV (see also Table III).

for a given surface are the same no matter the surface
termination. The method relies on the differences in the
electronic environment given as a result of different surface
terminations, which are reflected in the evaluation of the vdW
parameters based on the Hirshfeld partitioning scheme [see
Eqs. (30)–(32)]. As an example of this, Fig. 8(a) shows the
effective C6 parameters for the interaction between Xe and Cu
as calculated in the PBE+vdWsurf method for the adsorption of
a Xe monolayer on both the Cu(110) and Cu(111) surfaces. It
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FIG. 8. (a) Changes in the CXeCu
6 coefficient with respect

to the adsorption distance d for Xe on Cu(110) (blue)
and Cu(111) (red) calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf method.
(b) Potential-energy curve as a function of vertical distance d of
Xe on top of Cu(110) (blue) and Cu(111) (red) calculated with
the PBE+vdWsurf method. The blue dashed line corresponds to
the experimental adsorption distance [85] of 3.3 ± 0.1 Å for Xe
on Cu(110). The red dashed line corresponds to the experimental
adsorption distance [84] of 3.60 ± 0.08 Å for Xe on Cu(111).
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TABLE IV. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the adsorption geometry of PTCDA on Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110).
We use dTh/Expt to denote the averaged vertical adsorption heights of the specific atoms obtained from PBE+vdWsurf calculations and NIXSW
studies. The adsorption height is given in Å with respect to the topmost unrelaxed metal layer. The specification of the atoms can be seen in
Fig. 4(a). The C backbone distortion is given as �C = d(Cperyl) − d(Cfunc) and the O difference as �O = d(Oanhyd) − d(Ocarb). Experimental
results can be found in Refs. [44,45,104]. We cite here the results given in Refs. [44,104].

Ag(111) Ag(100) Ag(110)

dTh dExpt [104] dTh dExpt [44] dTh dExpt [44]

C total 2.80 2.86 ± 0.01 2.75 2.81 ± 0.02 2.54 2.56 ± 0.01
Cperyl 2.80 2.76 2.84 ± 0.02 2.56 2.58 ± 0.01
Cfunc 2.78 2.67 2.73 ± 0.01 2.43 2.45 ± 0.11
�C 0.02 0.09 0.11 ± 0.02 0.13 0.13 ± 0.11
O total 2.73 2.86 ± 0.02 2.59 2.64 ± 0.02 2.33 2.33 ± 0.03
Ocarb 2.68 2.66 ± 0.03 2.54 2.53 ± 0.02 2.29 2.30 ± 0.04
Oanhyd 2.83 2.98 ± 0.08 2.69 2.78 ± 0.02 2.39 2.38 ± 0.03
�O 0.15 0.32 ± 0.09 0.15 0.25 ± 0.02 0.10 0.08 ± 0.05

displays the variations in the average effective C6 coefficient
between Xe and the topmost Cu layer as the distance d is
changed. The differences in the electronic environments result
in different values for the C6 coefficients, which give rise to
surface termination sensitivity. This has a contribution in the
adsorption potentials shown in Fig. 8(b) and the adsorption
distances reported in Table III. It is worth mentioning that
greater differences are found in more complex systems such as
the case of organic/inorganic interfaces. For instance, Al-Saidi
and co-workers [107] found significant surface sensitivity
in the adsorption of 2-pyrrolidone on Ag(111) and Ag(100)
which was better understood when including vdW interactions
with the PBE+vdWsurf method.

PTCDA on Ag surfaces

We address now the case of an organic adsorbate on a
metallic surface with different orientations: the adsorption of
PTCDA on Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110). We performed a
structural optimization of each of these systems where the
molecule and the atoms in the topmost two metal layers
were allowed to relax using the PBE+vdWsurf method. We
have taken the experimental configuration as starting point
for each structural optimization. The adsorption geometries
of these systems have been investigated using the NIXSW
technique [44,45,104]. A novel feature in the studies including
PTCDA on Ag(100) and Ag(110) is their higher chemical
resolution resulting in the extraction of the adsorption positions
of each of the chemically inequivalent atoms in PTCDA.
We compare these results with PBE+vdWsurf calculations in
Table IV and illustrate them in Fig. 9, in which the adsorption
position of each of the atoms is referred to the position of the
topmost unrelaxed metal layer.

PTCDA forms a commensurate monolayer structure on
silver surfaces. On Ag(111), it forms a herringbone structure
with two molecules per unit cell in nonequivalent adsorption
configurations [82,108]. Both molecules are adsorbed on
bridge position, molecule A is practically aligned with the
substrate in the [101̄] direction with its carboxylic oxygen
atoms on top position and the anhydride oxygen atoms located
on bridge sites. Molecule B on the other hand is rotated
with respect to the [011̄] direction, with most atoms in

its functional groups located closely to adsorption bridge
positions [44,108]. Figure 4(b) depicts how this configuration
is well reproduced in our calculations after relaxing the
system. On Ag(100), a T-shape arrangement with two adsorbed
molecules per unit cell can be observed [83]. Figure 4(c)
shows the top view of the system after relaxation, showing
that both molecules are aligned with the [110] direction of the
substrate with the center of each molecule adsorbed on top
position. This result agrees very well with experiments and
previous DFT calculations [44]. Finally, in the case of Ag(110),
PTCDA forms a brick-wall adsorption pattern with one
molecule adsorbed per surface unit cell [82]. The long axis of
the molecule is located parallel to the [001] direction, while
the center of the molecule is located on the bridge site
between the close-packed atomic rows parallel to the [1̄10]
direction [109]. This configuration is reproduced accurately
by the PBE+vdWsurf calculations as Fig. 4(d) confirms.

Table IV shows that the PBE+vdWsurf results for the
vertical adsorption distance agree very well with experimental
results. With the exception of the anhydride oxygen in
Ag(111), the calculated distances for all atoms that form the
molecule lie within 0.1 Å of the experimental results for all
three surfaces. These results also reveal that our calculations
reproduce the experimental trends observed in the sequence
of Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110) [44,45]. The overall
vertical adsorption height, taken as an average over all carbon
atoms, given by the calculations decreases in the sequence
by 0.26 Å, in comparison to the value of 0.30 Å obtained in
experiments. The calculations reproduce the transition from
a saddlelike adsorption geometry of PTCDA on Ag(111) to
the archlike adsorption geometry that can be found in the
more open surfaces according to experiments (see Fig. 9).
Finally, for the above-mentioned sequence we find an increase
in the C backbone distortion �C = d(Cperyl) − d(Cfunc) and
a decrease in the O difference �O = d(Oanhyd) − d(Ocarb).
For �C, the calculations yield 0.02, 0.09, and 0.13 Å for
Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110), respectively, values which are
in excellent agreement with experiments [44,45]. In the case of
Ag(111), the C backbone distortion has not been determined
experimentally [104], but the saddlelike adsorption geometry
suggests a minimum distortion of the C backbone [44,104]
which we observe in our calculations as well. The C backbone
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FIG. 9. Geometry of PTCDA when adsorbed on (a) Ag(111), (b) Ag(100), and (c) Ag(110). The equilibrium distances d for each chemically
inequivalent atom calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf method are displayed. Experimental results [44] from NIXSW studies are also shown for
comparison. The distinction between carbon atoms belonging to the perylene core (Cperyl, black) and to the functional groups (Cfunct, dark gray)
is also displayed. In a similar fashion, oxygen atoms are shown in red for the case of the carboxylic oxygen (Ocarb) and blue for the anhydride
oxygen (Oanhyd). Images of the structures were produced using the visualization software VESTA [106].

distortion in Ag(100) and Ag(110) is then remarkably well
reproduced by the calculations.

With respect to the oxygen difference (�O), the resulting
values are 0.15 Å for Ag(111) and Ag(100), and 0.10 Å
for Ag(110). These values reproduce the decrease in the
sequence observed by experiments but underestimate the
difference by 0.17 Å in Ag(111) and 0.10 Å in Ag(100). This
underestimation lies in the fact that the adsorption distances for
the anhydride oxygen obtained with the calculations are also
underestimated in the cases of Ag(111) and Ag(100). On the
other hand, the calculated distance for the anhydride oxygen in
Ag(110) agrees very well with experiments, leading to a very
good agreement with the experimental result of 0.08 ± 0.05 Å
in the oxygen difference [44].

We have also computed the adsorption energy Eads per
molecule of the systems using Eq. (34) where EAdSys is the total
energy of the adsorption system (PTCDA + metallic surface),
EMe is the energy of the bare metal slab, EAd is the energy
of the PTCDA monolayer in periodic boundary conditions,
and the final energy is divided by two in the cases in which
the monolayer consists of two molecules. All quantities are
taken after relaxation of each subsystem; we summarize the
results in Table V. The binding strength increases in the above-
mentioned sequence, yielding the values of −2.86, −2.93, and

−3.39 eV for Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110), respectively.
The vdW interactions are essential in these systems as they are
the larger contribution to the adsorption energy, representing
73% for Ag(110) and the only stabilizing energy in Ag(111)
and Ag(100). The chemical interactions become only relevant
in Ag(111) and Ag(110). Only in the case of Ag(110) they
contribute to Eads, with 27% of the binding energy. In Ag(111),
the effect is the opposite as a repulsion energy of 0.61 eV is
found. We note that Eads is here calculated with respect to
the PTCDA monolayer, and the binding strength will become
even larger when calculated with respect to the molecule in gas
phase due to the stabilizing formation energy of the monolayer.

TABLE V. Adsorption energies Eads for PTCDA on Ag(111),
Ag(100), and Ag(110) calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf method.
The contributions coming from chemical (PBE) and vdW interactions
after relaxing the systems are also shown.

Eads (eV)

Total PBE vdW

Ag(111) −2.86 0.61 −3.47
Ag(100) −2.93 −0.01 −2.92
Ag(110) −3.39 −0.90 −2.49
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The accuracy of these results confirms the sensitivity to surface
termination that the DFT+vdWsurf scheme is able to achieve.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTSTANDING CHALLENGES
IN MODELING ADSORPTION PHENOMENA

FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES

We have presented a method that can deal with a wide
range of interactions at inorganic/organic interfaces including
chemical interactions, electrostatic interactions, Pauli repul-
sion, and vdW interactions. The noticeable improvement in
the calculation of adsorption distances and energies with
the DFT+vdWsurf method indicates the importance of the
inclusion of the collective effects present in the substrate for
the calculation of vdW interactions, emphasizing its particular
importance in the case of inorganic/organic interfaces. In
principle, the method can be equally applied to any polar-
izable solid with any surface structure. In a more general
perspective, however, the full treatment of the collective
response found in the combined system (adsorbate/substrate)
is an essential step in the direction of improved accuracy and
increased reliability in computational studies of adsorption
phenomena [34]. High-level quantum-chemistry methods or
many-body methods such as the RPA for the correlation energy
can be used for this purpose. Nevertheless, these approaches
either perform well for one of the two subsystems, the solid
or the isolated adsorbate, and not for the combined system, or
their application to adsorption systems still awaits increasing
computer power and more efficient implementations in order to
treat larger supercells [110]. An alternative in this regard is the
recently developed method, termed as DFT+MBD [111,112],
which consists of an efficient dipole approximation to the RPA.

Another issue in terms of accuracy at the electronic-
structure level is the self-interaction error present in semilocal
xc functionals. This can lead to errors in charge transfer
and electronic level alignment between the adsorbate and
the substrate [34]. This issue can be solved by adding a
fraction of exact exchange as done in hybrid functionals or,
in a more general way, by employing orbital-dependent xc
functionals [113]. However, these approaches are still not
general and many of them increase computational cost that

can become prohibitive for larger systems. The issue at hand is
that the screening properties of molecules and solids are rather
different and characterized by distinct parameter ranges [34],
leading to the need of an accurate description of the electronic
structure not only of the substrate or the adsorbate but also of
their coupling.

Along with our interest in adsorption phenomena from a
basic science perspective, we also aim to be able to describe
and predict, from first principles, processes with technological
relevance in which adsorption phenomena play an essential
role (catalysis or organic electronics, for example). For this
purpose, it is obvious that beyond achieving quantitative
predictive level in model systems, we must also address
realistic adsorption systems. Taking catalysis as an example,
Sabbe and co-authors [114] mention the proper representation
of the reactive surface and the treatment of coverage effects (at
the electronic structure and mesoscopic level), among other
aspects, as crucial. These include, for example, adsorption
occurring at multifaceted surfaces or at substrates with the
presence of dopant atoms or defects [114]. The addition of
first-principles thermodynamic considerations must also be
taken into account as thermal effects can lead to restructured
surfaces, kinetic effects on adatoms, and vibrational effects on
larger (and more flexible) adsorbed molecules.

In summary, the development of methods that are able
to give a balanced description of adsorption phenomena
and treat realistic adsorption systems is still experiencing
its early phases. Among these methods, we find that the
DFT+vdWsurf method is a reasonable option for the accurate
treatment of adsorption problems with particular advantage in
the calculation of HIOS due to its efficiency and affordability
in terms of computational time.
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